Ruh Global Workshops On Accessibility and Inclusivit for PWD
Report by Jess Ruddock
Workshop One: The International Day of Persons with Disabilities is internationally observed
on December 4th. The date coincided this year with the first of two workshops by Ruh Global,
an organisation which helps their clients to become leaders in disability inclusion,
‘If disability is not on your board agenda, neither is diversity. (Nor is innovation, productivity,
brand experience, talent, risk, reputation...)’
For the first of the two workshops, four speakers provided an overview of their work with Ruh,
and addressed related issues around reading and accessibility.

We all do better when we’re all included
The first speaker of the two workshops was LaMondre Pough, who gave a motivational opening
presentation which asked that we approach the presentations which followed, ‘with an open
mind...realising that we all do better when we’re all included’. LaMondre presented statistics
relating to the pervasiveness of disability around the globe; 15% of the world’s population has
some form of disability; around 80 million people in Africa. These statistics mean that all of us
are impacted in some way or form by disability. Further, through the simple process of ageing,
most of us will experience some form of disability at some stage,
‘That does not change who you are, your hopes or dreams or aspirations, or your right to
be an integral part to society’

LaMondre asserted that the biggest barriers people with disabilities face is neither
physical nor digital, but instead relate to society’s perception of them.

The Advantages of Reading
Next we heard from Richard Streitz, Ruh’s Chief Operating Officer, who talked through
some of the many advantages of reading; reading strengthens your brain, improves your
ability to empathise, increases social problem solving and builds your vocabulary.
Drawing on a study from The Netherlands, Richard presents the idea that from the skills
gained through reading, there are four fundamental areas that are improved,
●

Well-being; reading decreases stress, creates meaningfulness and a balanced
lifestyle

●

Fitting in to society; reading provides a better understanding of others, improving
our ability to empathise and creating an ‘emotional vocabulary’
‘Having access to books and reading, exposes the reader to scenarios that can
provide parallel examples to a stronger understanding of people when listening to
conversation either casually or in a business setting’

●

Employment skills; reading builds ‘soft skills’; the employability of a reading
individual is higher, providing a broader range of prospects for employment.

●

Overall health (30 minutes of reading is as effective in reducing stress as doing
yoga)

Richard also introduced the important role of bookshops and access to reading for
communities as a whole, arguing that their presence slowly has the effect of adjusting the
community itself. He described the impact in terms of creating gentler, and more profitable
areas, ultimately improving regional prosperity.

Accessibility Awareness and Inclusion
The next presentation was given by Rosemary Musachio, Chief Accessibility Officer of
Ruh Global, who was introduced warmly by LaMondre,

‘While she is non-verbal, her voice is huge. She is one of the most productive of the Ruh
Global team. She lives her life not only as an advocate but also as an example of what is
possible when things are accessible. As a friend and a colleague, she is an amazing
woman. Not an amazing woman with a disability, an amazing woman. I am absolutely
honoured to work with Rosemary’.
Rosemary’s work involves reviewing websites, computer applications and electronic
documents for accessibility issues, which includes checking if everything is coded
correctly for persons who are blind to use with screen readers, checking that fonts can be
resized and are clear enough for persons with vision impairments to read. Rosemary is
certified to do this job by the ‘International Association of Accessibility Professionals’
(IAAP), which has, since 2016, helped hundreds of people to become certified in general
accessibility, web accessibility, built environments and most recently documents for
accessibility specialists. It also helps train people to become accessibility professionals.
Rosemary noted another organisation which promote accessibility awareness and
inclusion; the ‘United Nations International Labour Organization’ (ILM), which advocates
employing persons with disabilities,
‘The standards show why and how persons with disabilities should be employed and
accommodated on the job’.
Her presentation then moved on to addressing inclusion within schools, with mention of
the Africa Disability Alliance (ADA), which specifically targets children with disabilities
through their programme, Promoting Inclusive Education (PIE).
Rosemary also highlighted the Association for the Physically Disabled of Kenya (APDK);
established in 1958 and serving 500,000 children and adults in 37 countries. This
organisation trains parents and teachers in providing inclusive education, and in
strengthening mainstreaming of children with disabilities in schools.
Libraries
The final speaker of the day was Nabil Eid, Chief Information Officer of Ruh Global, who
talked through the importance of libraries, providing an outline of inclusivity within this
setting, and raising awareness of the integration of persons with disabilities into
mainstream library services,

‘Libraries sit at the heart of our communities. Every day people of all ages visit their local
library for reading, learning, conducting research, communicating with others, or just
socialising with others. But some patrons cannot…’

Nabil stated that with a change of attitude, the library can play a significant role in helping
people with disability gain access to information. Many libraries are unaware of the UN
sustainability goals, the fourth of which is to, ‘Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning for all’ (United Nations, 2015). Libraries also need
to be made aware of the Marrakesh Treaty, which aims to end book famine; only around
7% of all published books are available in accessible formats.
Nabil presented a strategy plan for inclusive libraries, which he argues must include input
from representatives from community disability groups, consider the growing demand for
accessible services, and take advantage of the resources already available in the
community. Library staff should also receive training, not only on how to use the assistive
reading technologies, but also on how to make libraries welcoming environments for
people with disabilities.

Offering a concluding statement for the first day of presentations, LaMondre champions
the hard work Kelvin Guma’s library (SAIDE Community Library in Vihiga, Kenya), does to
make sure everyone feels included, reiterating his understanding of the barriers that exist
in society, and encouraging us to take the position of working towards positive change,

‘I think that while we will always have some level of resistance and we may have barriers that
may prohibit some from doing it, we at least need to have the position and the attitude that we're
really working towards this, because I understand that the majority of barriers that exist in
society...They are simply there because we have not exercised the will to change them. And
that's where it starts. It starts with the will to make the change’.

Workshop Two: The second workshop opened with a presentation from Nabil, who
provided further details on how libraries can improve their accessibility. He discussed this
both in terms of the technical requirements that libraries should provide, and in how they
can foster an inclusive and accessible environment through staff training. On the subject
of technical requirements, Nabil drew our attention to a range of tools, including Assistive
Listening Devices (ALDs), Realtime vs Captioning (CART) and Assistive Listening
Systems (ALSs), stating that libraries should commit to offering these programmes in
order to make it possible for everyone to enjoy what the library has to offer.
His presentation moved on to focus on proactivity and training opportunities for library staff,
arguing that this is key to ensuring that the available technologies put in place truly reach those
who require them. Training that includes effective techniques for providing these services would
also, equally importantly, help to create a more equitable working environment for library staff
with disabilities. Further, Nabil noted that libraries should more broadly adopt policies which
increase the opportunity for people with disabilities to serve as members of staff, in
administrative units and on governing boards.
‘Librarians have an essential, catalytic role to play in facilitating the full participation of people
with disabilities in society’

Getting the wheels in motion: mobile libraries
We then heard again from Richard Streitz, whose presentation widened our understanding of
what a ‘mobile library’ can look like, including innovative ideas from donkey-drawn libraries
through to a library on a bicycle. He offered examples from past and present, and provided a
forward-thinking picture of the future potentials of the mobile library.

‘Although times have changed, and our technology more sophisticated, the need and want for
books remains constant...that transcends the ages’

Richard talked through the expanded term ‘mobile library’, which now also encompasses digital
forms, such as a library you may carry in your pocket, on your phone. It also includes forms
such as the DigiTruck, a hugely popular and successful initiative which provides access beyond
books and digital books. The DigiTruck acts as a Communication Hub for the communities that
it reaches across Kenya. DigiTrucks park up in a single location for a number of months,
providing a good length of time for users who may not usually have access to libraries the
opportunity to make full use of them. The next logical step would be to create more permanent
structures for the benefit of these communities.
‘Mobile libraries spark the ability for individuals to have exposure to new ideas. Innovation and
imagination starts happening. This is key to any successful community’
In terms of getting the ‘wheels in motion’, Richard explains that to get mobile libraries to work for
the communities they serve requires feedback from and dialogue with these communities.

Lived Experiences of Accessible Libraries for the Visually Impaired
Finally, we heard from blogger and Social Media Campaigner Jasmin Ambiong, who shared her
personal reflections on growing up and accessing libraries as a person with visual impairments.
Jasmin grew up in the Phillipines, where the majority of libraries were, and remain, inaccessible
for people with visual impairments,

‘At school this was a worry for me, and I would have to hope that my classmates would share
their notes with me’
One factor of note is the lack of available braille resources; only a very small number of books,
and even fewer textbooks like those Jasmin would have required at school, are available in this
format. During college, Jasmin explains that she utilised the help of screen readers for digital
books and soft copies during college, but often experienced difficulties in obtaining these.
She demonstrated to us the use of screen readers, showing us how they read line by line, and
can spell out certain words if needed. Despite the advances in digital technologies however, it
remains difficult for children to access these, and many children with visual impairments
continue to face the same barriers she did at school. One positive that she draws from the
Covid-19 pandemic is that more people have become aware of the importance of access. The
world now recognises the need for this across many things, but notably books and libraries.
‘Books and libraries are vital parts of learning and no-one, including persons with disabilities,
should be deprived of access to them’
This final quote from Jasmin summarises the core message of the two workshops from Ruh
Global; that nobody should be excluded from the possibilities of personal and social
transformation that books and libraries can provide. The broad range of experiences and
perspectives offered during these workshops gave a comprehensive overview of the value of
reading, and the value of accessible reading technologies and spaces. Ultimately, these
presentations emphasised the benefits to individuals and the wider communities that can be
gained through a focus on ensuring no-one is excluded from enjoying a love of reading.

